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ABSTRACT 
This paper reviewed the practice of budgeting and budget implementation in Nigeria.  The objective was to 
empirically suggest ways of getting out of the jinx of continual and repeated adverse budgetary performance.  In 
order to secure best value in terms of allocation and utilization scarce resources in Nigeria, we advocated the 
concept of value Money Audit, due process and cost Audit. These concepts if properly applied alongside good 
public procurement philosophy will engender a strong legal, organizational and professional framework to make 
budgeting and budget implementation in the Nigerian Public Sector robust and effective.  Therefore, the paper 
strongly recommend professionalism in post project review technique of value for money concept, performance 
measurement and benchmarking so that the continuous process and improvement suggested here can be imbibed 
as a national corporate culture.  
 
1. Conceptual Overview 
The term Public sector simply refers to the part of the economy that is controlled by the government for 
the purpose of providing basic government services (Obara et al. 2013). These services that the government need 
to provide are so enormous due to increase number of people they service. As economist would put it “human 
wants are unlimited, but the means to satisfy them are limited”, this therefore calls for the use of an efficient 
management tools that will harness the limited resources for optimal use. One of the machineries of government 
that can be used for this purpose is budget. Budget making and budget implementation involve the process of 
identification of public needs and the determination of the quality of goods and services to satisfy these needs 
through the political process, by economic analysis with the overall development plan objectives. Government 
prepares budget in form of public policy to serve as a driver through which her mission could be achieved. As 
good as our budget is, the performance of which can be measured in terms of accomplishment is nothing to write 
home about. Budget accomplishment is far from reality and the disparity between budget and accomplishment 
are so wide and kept on abating as years pass by. The question that could readily come to mind is why do we 
continuously experience these failures? Could it be that it is ill conceived or ill planned? Could it be ascribe to 
poor monitoring and implementation? The need to provide answers to these questions gave impetus for this 
study.  
 
2. Theoretical Framework 
 The concept of budgeting as it is now understood, originated in the central government of Great Britain. 
It later developed gradually, as a result of parliament’s struggle to obtain control over the finance of the crown. 
In 1217, it was declared in Magna Charta that “No cottage or aid shall be imposed in the kingdom unless by the 
common council of realm. After the revolution of 1688, parliament now approved the right to authorized 
expenditure by the crown as well as taxation apart from items in the sovereign’s civil list, which was gradually 
reduced until it covered only the personal expenses of royal family”. (Bendlebury, 2005). Parliament now began 
to fix government total expenditure and to prescribe or appropriate the amount to be spent for parliamentary 
purposes (California Department of Finance, 1998). A budget is a framework for revenue and expenditure 
outlays over a specified period usually one year. It is an instrument stipulating policies and programmes aimed at 
realizing the development objectives of a government. Budgeting and its process in Nigeria remain problematic 
both in the areas of preparation and implementation, hence, the need for adequate control aimed at improving 
effective resources utilization at the budget implementation stage. To achieve these objectives, there is need for 
the introduction of new audit waves such as the value for money audit, due process, cost audit and so on. 
Omolehinwa (2003) viewed Budget as the plan of dominant individuals in an organization expressed in 
monetary terms and subject to the constraints imposed by other participants and the environment indicating how 
the available resources may be utilized to achieve whatever the dominant individual agreed to be the 
organization’s proprieties”. Meigs and Meigs, (2004) defined budgets as a comprehensive financial plan, setting 
forth the expected route for achieving the financial and operational goals of an organization”. Budgeting in the 
early stage of its evolution was primarily concerned with serving the purpose of legislative accountability 
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(Johnson, 1992), Jones and Bendlebury (2005) argued that the origin of a budget could be traced back to Britain 
when the parliament attempted to exercise control over the activities of central government. 
 According to Nigeria’s Financial Regulations (2000), before ministries and spending agencies can incur 
an obligation to make expenditures, they must secure spending authorization from the Ministry of Finance 
through the use of warrants. The warrants will authorize officers controlling votes to incur expenditure in 
accordance with the approved estimates subject to any reserved items. If the Appropriation Act has not come 
into operation at the beginning of the year, a provisional General Warrant may be issued to ensure continuity of 
the services of government at a level not exceeding those of the previous year.  The length of period of spending 
authorization is determined in functional cash flow forecast for the period when payments are anticipated. 
During the phase of budget implantation, there are many possibilities for interventions and manipulations in 
view of the fact that officials have a great amount of discretionary power to decide which spending ministry or 
agency will be granted spending authorization (Federal Republic of Nigeria, 2000). In spite of the specific nature 
of appropriate laws, the commitment phase of the expenditure process is a fertile ground for corrupt activities. 
The most frequent is the partial or total disregard of procurement regulations and procedures, where they exist. 
Procurement procedure and regulations specify the price and quality of goods and services that are authorized in 
the budget. They also specify the delivery schedule, terms of delivery and payment as well as contingent 
supplementary services such as maintenance and warranties. In addition, they specify the procedure, which will 
have to be followed by competing bidders’ prescription for price quality and quantity as well as terms of 
delivery. These are often disregarded in favour of one supplier who is ready to offer a bribe to corrupt officials. 
Another possible case of corruption is the ordering of goods and services, which are not authorized in the budget. 
In this case, corrupt officials will simply disregard the budget as approved by the legislature and will purchase, 
for instance, luxury cars instead of trucks or other needed equipment.     
 
3. Concept of Budgeting and Budget Implementation in Nigeria.  
 Budgeting in the public sector is a document or a collection of documents that refers to the financial 
condition of the government (Turns, 2006). A budget is prospective in the sense that it refers to expected future 
revenue and expenditure. In the Federal Government circle the budget is greatly limited in legal status. It is the 
official recommendation of the president to the congress. In other to provide for a responsible government, 
budgeting is generated to a cycle. The cycle allows for the system to absorb and respond to new information and 
in doing so the government is held accountable for its action though it should be recognized that many factors 
curtail the extent to which the president can make major changes in the budget. In some states, preparation and 
authority is not always given to governors while some have responsibility for preparation and submission, some 
share budget making authority with other elected administrative officer, civil servant, political appointees, 
legislative leader, or some combination of these officers. In the federal government level, preparations start from, 
large agencies. The agencies begin by assessing their programmes and considering which programmes required 
revision and whether new programmes should be recommended. At same time, estimates are made by the 
president’s staff regarding anticipated economic trends in order to determine available revenue under existing tax 
legislation. The budget approval in the public sector (Government) occurs at three stages namely ministerial 
approval, executive approval and legislative approval. The preparation of budget phase commences five months 
before the beginning of the fiscal year. Guidelines are issued from the ministry of budget and planning in a form 
of circular. When the circular demanding the budget estimates to prepare is received by each ministries and 
department, a departmental committee of budget estimate is set up by each ministry and extra ministerial 
department. The committee is headed by the ministerial head of budget and personnel. It has its function as 
consideration and reconciliation of the budget proposals submitted by various departmental branches, division 
and units of the ministry. 
Ministerial Approval Phase   
Each ministry submits their estimates to the ministry of Budget and planning for further consideration and 
approval. The Ministry of Budget and Planning in turn set up a committee called “Draft Committee” for the 
review of draft estimates submitted by the ministries. These committee asked each ministry or department to 
come and defend its proposals; having concord on the proposal, the budget department aggregate the budget in 
the form of a consolidated estimates of revenue and expenditure. This is sent to the presidents for its approval. 
ii. Executive Council Approval Phase  
The president on receipt of the advanced proposal as approved by the budget and planning present the draft 
estimate before his cabinets members known as the council of ministers for further consideration and approval. 
This council discusses and agrees the estimates with the president’s political priorities of government and 
therefore the president gives his executives approval of the draft estimates before sending it to the National 
Assembly in form of appropriation bills. 
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iii. Legislative Approval Stage 
The National Assembly comprises the House of Representatives and the house of senate. The president presents 
his budget packages to the National Assembly at a joint meeting of two houses of assembly. This meeting is 
known as “budget session”. It is up to the national assembly to approve, modify or rejects the Bills. In each 
house there are standing committees, which relates to the ministries and departments. At such committees, each 
ministries and departments are invited to defend the increasing budgeting allocation, in justification of their 
programmes. The house debates the bill and makes modifications where necessary. After the house must have 
considered and reconciled the budgets estimates in the light of national economic and priorities then the 
appropriation committee is brough for appropriation purposes. If the house are convinced and satisfied with the 
proposals, each of them will approve the budget. Where there are discrepancies in opinion on some particular 
items, the two houses appoint finance committee that would resolve such differences. The resolution of the 
finance committee is final on the difference. Afterward they both sit to approve the budget. On approval of the 
national assembly the budget is sent back to the president for his assents and signature. And consequently it 
becomes the appropriation act. These will now be printed and distribute to the ministries and department in form 
of approved estimates. 
 
4. Emerging Issues in Cost Monitoring and Auditing (Implementation Phase) 
a. Value for Money Audit  
The scope of government auditing has been widened over the years by the demand for independent verification 
of information to the extent that it can no longer be limited to the audit of financial operations. Government 
auditing now extends to financial audit, regulatory audit, economy, efficiency, and effectiveness audit. The audit 
objectives has been viewed traditionally as an independent examination of the financial statements of an entity 
followed by the expression of independent opinion as to the truthfulness and fairness of the financial statement 
against the criteria of generally accepted accounting principles and standards. However, in the case of 
government accounting, the general absence of the profit motive and the presence of the provision of social and 
economic services have combined to extend the audit objective to include an ascertainment of whether the 
establishment being audited is achieving the purposes for which its programmes are authorized and whether it is 
doing so economically, efficiently and effectively. Value for money is the concept that seeks the maximization 
of the use of scarce resources for the welfare of the public by ensuring that activities and programmes are carried 
out at low cost and to high standard. In order to achieve this phenomenon, three elements are usually covered 
and these are: Economy, Efficiency and effectiveness. According to Afemishe (2003), these three elements of 
value for money can be described as follows: 
a. Economy is the practice by management of the virtues of thrift and good  housekeeping. An 
economical operation acquires resources in appropriate  quality and quantity at the lowest cost. 
b. Efficiency is making sure that the maximum useful output is gained from the resources devoted to each 
activity, or alternatively, that only the minimum level of resources are devoted to achieving a given 
level of output. The efficiency of an operation could be said to have increased if either lower cost were 
used to produce a given amount of output, or a given level of cost has resulted in increased output. 
c. Effectiveness is ensuring that the output from any given activity is achieving the desired results. There 
is, therefore, the need to establish that the desired goals are being achieved in order to evaluate 
effectiveness. 
The type of interrelationship among these three elements is that all of them must be in place before the 
assessment of value for money can be complete. Right things must be done, using the right method and 
at minimum cost.  For instance, as much as effectiveness is linked with the achievement of set 
 objectives, it is also important to expect that the objectives are achieved by  the 
application of the right methods that is, efficiency. The use of s sledge hammer to kill a housefly, 
though effective is not efficient. The application of value for money concept to auditing leads to the 
concept of Value for Money (VFM) audit. It is applicable to both the private and public sector, but 
more emphasis has been placed on its application to the public sector.  It is related to the extent to 
which funds are spent economically, efficiently and effectively. It is also referred to as Comprehensive 
Audit or Efficiency Audit. 
b. Due Process  
On a continuous basis and in both the private and public sectors, efforts are usually made, to seek how to 
improve on the ways activities are carried out, if there is to be progress in the results being sought to be 
achieved. More importantly, in the public sector, those at the helm of affairs must make deliberate effort to 
improve on the system already put in place in all the three tiers of government if they must remain relevant in the 
global village which the world is turning into. The concept of control as applicable to the public sector has been 
undergoing various changes from one country to the other in the recent past. Each nation has been formulating 
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policies aimed at improving resources utilization at the budget implementation stage. Considerable efforts have 
been made to find new techniques of control and to introduce institutional changes and improvements to the 
types of controls applied. In an effort to exercise control on the expenditure of government, it is not sufficient to 
rely on the fact that expenditure items have been provided for in the approved budget (via the Appropriate Act). 
At the implementation stage, approval for releasing the money must be tied to availability of funds to the extent 
to which the revenue budgeted for has been earned. Therefore the process of controls involved under the overall 
expenditure control structure should cover monitoring of the activities, for example, contract approval for 
payment and release of funds. There must be commitment by top management staff at the relevant tier of 
government to the new ways of doing things (Corporate governance). 
In Nigeria, the relatively long period of military rule had almost eroded the basic economic structure that had 
been developed since independence. Consequently, the Obasanjo administration was faced with the task of 
seeking ways of reversing the trend of decadence in the nation. At the inception of his government in 1999, the 
president emphasized that his administration had adopted transparency, equity, justice and accountability as its 
guiding principles and policy imperatives. These principles are to ensure commitment to public policies and 
good governance (Nwankwo, 2004). 
Budget Monitoring and Price Intelligence Unit (BMPIU) 
It has always been a recurrent observation of those reviewing the budgetary performance of governments in 
Nigeria that implementation in our problem. The problems experienced during implementation may as well have 
originated in formulation. Therefore the axiom “Prevention is better that cure” could be appropriate here. It is on 
the basis of this view that evaluation consists of an assessment of progress and its impact, so that areas of success 
and failure in implementation can be identified. Evaluation in the context of the above explanation serves mainly 
to link formulation and implantation of budgets and is used by the executive. It is also possible to view 
evaluation as a tool for ensuring both transparency and accountability. Due process involves ensuring strict 
compliance with laid-down rules and procedures, guiding the process of contract invitation, contract award and 
contract implementation. This is with a view to ensuring that government’s resources are managed in such a way 
that they are not wasted. 
The BMPIU has become synonymous with Due Process. In fact, it has come to be known as the Due Process 
Unit because of the emphasis on the need to follow due process in all the different tiers of government and 
parastatals.  It is noteworthy that the term “Due Process” simply means the appropriate way or proper method or 
expected approach or normal way of doing something. It is, therefore, merely an awakening or revival of the 
application of the procedures already put in place earlier but for some time abandoned due to corruption and 
moral decadence. 
 
C. Cost Audit 
Cost audit is the detailed checking of costing system, techniques and accounts to verify their correctness and to 
ensure their adherence to the objectives of cost accounting. Chukwu (2005) opines that cost audit is a systematic 
and accurate recording of detailed transactions and operations of manufacturing, contracting, extracting, 
transporting, supplying, servicing etc so as to show the actual cost of ach individual piece of work, service or 
separations of the business. Cost audit is, therefore the verification of the correctness of cost accounts and 
adherence to the cost accounting plans. One of the basic principles of auditing is that the auditor should not only 
be seen as independent but must be truly independent. In order to ensure the total independence of the auditors in 
the public sector, the auditing system must be overhauled with particular reference to the appointment and 
removal of auditor especially at the higher level. Furthermore, the staff of the office of the Auditor-General of 
the Federation must be properly trained to focus on relevant value-for money audits in support of government 
budget implementation objectives. 
 
5. Concluding Remarks 
The essence of this paper is to provide a way of getting out of jinx of continual and repited adverse budgetary 
performance. The paper reveals the need for Due Process in budget implementation in order to secure best value 
in terms of allocation and utilization of scarce resources that are available to the society. 
The paper identified the overall characteristics of a good public procurement system to include a strong legal, 
organizational and professional framework to make the system robust and effective. Furthermore, the paper 
highlighted the need for a budget implementation process to be carried out under the constraint of value-for-
money, accountability and transparency. It highlighted and discussed, in same details, the elements of value-for 
money; economy, efficiency and effectiveness. A good public procurement system delivers value-for-money in 
procurement activities. Finally, the due process mechanism has been discovered to have “struck the right chord” 
confirming that system control is the correct way to go where moral suasion, threats, probes and emphasis on 
reparation have proved unsuccessful in guarding resources. Therefore, the paper has shown that due process, 
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value-for-money audit and cost audit are necessary and imperative in budget implementation. Due Process” 
mechanism is a model which has proved its effectiveness.       
 
6. Recommendation and Policy Implementation  
There is the need to encourage professionalism in post project review technique of value for money concept, 
performance measurement and benchmarking so that the continuous process and improvement suggested here 
can be imbibed as a national corporate culture. It is recommended that due processes and value-for-money audits 
should remain in our policy for economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of resources. It is important to 
underpin the due process mechanism with structures, systems, and skills in order to ensure that it endures. Due 
process is too centralized and must be decentralized in order to move procurements by the spending units from 
the threshold of the resident due process team.                                                
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